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1. INTRODUCTION
The most famous and established method for finding exact solutions of
 .differential equations is the classical symmetries method CSM , also
called group analysis, which originated in 1881 from the pioneering work
w xof Sophus Lie 1 . Many good books have been dedicated to this subject
w xand its generalizations 2]7 .
 .The nonclassical symmetries method NSM was introduced in 1969 by
w xBluman and Cole 8 to obtain new exact solutions of the linear heat
equation, i.e., solutions not deducible from the classical symmetries method.
The NSM consists in adding the invariant surface condition to the given
equation, and then applying the CSM. The main difficulty of this approach
is that the determining equations are no longer linear. On the other hand,
the NSM may give more solutions than the CSM. The NSM has been
w x1successfully applied to various equations 9]13 for the purpose of finding
new exact solutions.
* Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. This author is supported in part by
Fondi M.U.R.S.T. 60% and 40%. E-mail address: nucci@gauss.dipmat.unipg.it.
1 Just to cite some of the numerous papers on this subject.
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w x w xRecently, Galaktionov 14 and King 15 have found exact solutions of
certain evolution equations which do not derive by either the CSM or
w xNSM. However, Nucci 16 has shown that these solutions can be obtained
 .by iterating the NSM INSM . Successive iterations generate new equa-
tions which, although more complex than the original equations, inherit
the same Lie symmetry algebra. Invariant solutions of these heir equations
are just the solutions found by Galaktionov and by King.
In this paper, we apply INSM to the laminar boundary layer model
w x  .introduced in 1904 by Ludwig Prandtl 17 Prandtl system , and to an
equivalent equation that we call the Prandtl equation. We reduce both the
equation and the system to several ordinary differential equations, and
find new solutions. Therefore, we show that INSM can be applied to
systems of partial differential equations, and to single equations which are
not of evolutive type.
The mathematical model of an incompressible viscous fluid moving near
a thin plate with steady flow and zero pressure gradient is given by the
w xPrandtl system 18
uu q ¨u s w , u q ¨ s 0, u s w , 1 .x y y x y y
w xwith the boundary conditions 19
< < <u s 0, ¨ s ¨ x , u s u y , lim u x , y s u , .  .  .ys0 ys0 xs00 0 1
yª`
2 .
 .where u and ¨ are the components of the velocity of the fluid. System 1
admits an infinite-dimensional Lie symmetry algebra generated by the
w xoperators 4
X s x­ q u­ q w­ , X s y­ y 2u­ y ¨­ y 3w­ ,1 x u w 2 y u ¨ w
X s ­ , X s a x ­ q a X x u­ , 3 .  .  .3 x a y ¨
 .where a x is an arbitrary function of x. The only operator which leaves
 . w xinvariant the boundary value problem 2 is 18
G s 2 X q X ' 2 x­ q y­ y ¨­ y w­ . 4 .1 2 x y ¨ w
The corresponding invariant solution is
1 1
Xu s S t , ¨ s G t , w s H t , 5 .  .  .  .’ ’x x
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’  .  .where t s yr x . After substituting 5 into 1 the following system of
ordinary differential equations is obtained
t t
Y X Y Y X XH s S , G s S , S G y S s H , 6 . /2 2
which is equivalent to
SSY q 2SZ s 0. 7 .
w xThis equation was solved by Blasius by means of a series expansion 20 .
It is easy to verify that the NSM is equivalent to the CSM for the
 .  .Prandtl system 1 . The Prandtl system 1 can be reduced to the following
single equation for u,
u u y uu u q uu u y u2 s 0, 8 .y y y y y x y x y y y y
which we call the Prandtl equation. It admits the same infinite-dimen-
sional Lie symmetry algebra of the Prandtl system, i.e.,
X s x­ q u­ , X s y­ y 2u­ , X s ­ , X s a x ­ . .1 x u 2 y u 3 x a y
9 .
The NSM is equivalent to the CSM for the Prandtl equation also.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give an outline of
INSM. In Section 3 we apply the INSM to the Prandtl equation up to the
third iteration by deriving the G-equation, the h-equation, and the V-
equation. In Section 4 we apply the INSM to the Prandtl system up to the
second iteration by deriving the G-equations, and the h-equations. In
Section 5 we make some final remarks.
The use of a symbolic manipulator is imperative, because the heir
equations can be quite long: one more independent variable is added at
w xeach iteration. We employ Nucci's interactive REDUCE programs 21 to
calculate both the classical an the nonclassical symmetries, and generate
the heir equations.
w xWe also acknowledge the use of a REDUCE-LATEX translator 22 in
typing long formulas. The longest formulas were not reported here. We
can send them to any interested reader by electronic mail.
2. OUTLINE OF THE METHOD
w xIn 16 Nucci has shown that new solutions of partial differential
equations can be found by iterating the NSM. Let us consider an evolution
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equation in two independent variables and one dependent variable:
u s H t , x , u , u , u , u , . . . . 10 .  .t x x x x x x
The invariant surface condition is given by
V t , x , u u q V t , x , u u s G t , x , u . 11 .  .  .  .1 t 2 x
 .Let us take the case with V s 0 and V s 1, so that 11 becomes1 2
u s G t , x , u . 12 .  .x
Applying the NSM leads to an equation for G. We call this equation the
w xG-equation 23 . Its invariant surface condition is given by
j t , x , u , G G q j t , x , u , G G q j t , x , u , G G s h t , x , u , G . .  .  .  .1 t 2 x 3 u
13 .
 .Let us consider the case j s 0, j s 1, and j s G, so that 13 becomes1 2 3
G q GG s h t , x , u , G . 14 .  .x u
Applying the NSM leads to an equation for h. We call this equation
h-equation. Clearly
G q GG ' u ' h . 15 .x u x x
We could keep iterating to obtain the V-equation, which corresponds to
h q Gh q hh ' u ' V t , x , u , G, h , 16 .  .x u G x x x
and so on. Each of these equations inherits the Lie symmetry algebra of
the original equation, with the right prolongation: first prolongation for
the G-equation, second prolongation for the h-equation, and so on. This
iterating method is strongly connected to the definition of partial symme-
w xtries given by Vorob'ev in 24 . To exemplify, let us consider the heat
equation
u s u . 17 .t x x
Its G-equation is
2GG q G2 G y G q G s 0. 18 .x u uu t x x
Its h-equation is
2hh q 2Ghh q h 2h q 2Gh q h y h q G2h s 0. 19 .xG uG GG x u x x t uu
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The G-equation corresponds to the zeroth-order differential constraint as
w  .xgiven by Vorob'ev in 25, p. 76, Formula 3.5 , while the h-equation gives
w  .xthe partial symmetry of the heat equation as in 24, p. 324, Formula 14
w  .xand in 25, p. 83, Formula 4.10 . Also, it should be noticed that the
 .u . . . -equation of 10 is just one of many possible r-extended equationsx x
w x w xas defined by Guthrie in 26 . More details can be found in 16 .
 .Let us consider the Prandtl equation 8 . Its invariant surface condition
is given by
V x , y , u u q V x , y , u u s G x , y , u . 20 .  .  .  .1 x 2 y
 .Let us take the case with V s 0 and V s 1, so that 20 becomes1 2
u s G x , y , u . 21 .  .y
Applying the NSM leads to an equation for G. We call this equation the
G-equation. Its invariant surface condition is given by
j x , y , u , G G q j x , y , u , G G q j x , y , u , G G s h x , y , u , G . .  .  .  .1 x 2 y 3 u
22 .
 .Let us consider the case j s 0, j s 1, and j s G, so that 22 becomes1 2 3
G q GG s h x , y , u , G . 23 .  .y u
Applying the NSM leads to an equation for h. We call this equation the
h-equation. Clearly
G q GG ' u ' h . 24 .y u y y
We could keep iterating to obtain the V-equation, which corresponds to
h q Gh q hh ' u ' V x , y , u , G, h , 25 .  .y u G y y y
and so on. Each of these equations inherits the Lie symmetry algebra of
 .8 with the right prolongation: first prolongation for the G-equation,
second prolongation for the h-equation, third prolongation for the V-
equation, and so on.
 .Let us consider the Prandtl system 1 . In this section, we identify
u s u1., ¨ s u2., w s u3.. The invariant surface conditions are given by
V x , y , u i. u j. q V x , y , u i. u j. s G j. x , y , u i. , i , j s 1, 2, 3 . . .  .  .1 x 2 y
26 .
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 .Let us take the case with V s 1 and V s 0, so that 26 becomes1 2
u j. s G j. x , y , u i. . 27 . .x
 i.  .Applying the NSM leads to a system of equations for G G-equations .
The invariant surface conditions are given by
j x , y , u i. , G i. G j. q j x , y , u i. , G i. G j. q j  i. x , y , u i. , G i. G  i. j. .  .  .1 x 2 y 3 u
s h  j. x , y , u i. , G i. . 28 . .
 i.  i.  .Let us consider the case j s 1, j s 0, and j s G , so that 281 2 3
becomes
G j. q G i.G  i. j. s h  j. x , y , u i. , G i. . 29 . .x u
 i.  .Applying the NSM leads to a system of equations for h h-equations .
Clearly
G j. q G i.G  i. j. ' u j. ' h  j. x , y , u i. , G i. . 30 . .x u x x
We could keep iterating to obtain the system of V-equations, which
corresponds to
h  j. q G i.h  i. j. q h  i.h  i. j. ' u j. ' V j. x , y , u i. , G i. , h  i. , 31 . .x u G x x x
and so on. Each of these systems of equations inherits the Lie symmetry
 .algebra of 1 with the right prolongation: first prolongation for the system
of G-equations, second prolongation for the system of h-equations, and so
on.
3. HEIR EQUATIONS FOR THE PRANDTL EQUATION
3.1. G-Equation
 .Let us apply INSM to the Prandtl equation 8 . The invariant surface
condition is given by
V x , y , u u q V x , y , u u s G x , y , u . 32 .  .  .  .1 x 2 y
 .We consider the case with V s 0, V s 1, hence 32 becomes1 2
u s G x , y , u . 33 .  .y
 .  .Applying the NSM yields an equation for G x, y, u G-equation which
 .inherits the prolonged Lie symmetry algebra of 8 . Different invariant
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solutions can be constructed. For example, the first prolongation of the
 .operator G in 4 is
G1. s 2 x­ q y­ y u ­ ' 2 x­ q y­ y G­ . 34 .x y y u x y Gy
Its corresponding invariant solution is
1
G s F j , u , 35 .  .’x
with j s xry2, which substituted into the G-equation yields an equation
 .for F j , u which admits a two-dimensional Lie symmetry algebra gener-
ated by
3’L s j j ­ , L s j­ q u­ q F­ . 36 .1 j 2 j u F2
If we consider the invariant solution of L , then we obtain the following1
 .solution for 8 ,
u s SX R , 37 .  .
’  .  .where R s yr x q f x , f x is an arbitrary function of x, and S satisfies
 .the Blasius equation 7 which admits a two-dimensional Lie symmetry
algebra generated by the operators
F s ­ , F s t­ y S­ . 38 .1 t 2 t S
Through the invariant solution of F , i.e.,1
X ÄF t s S F , 39 .  .  .
 .Eq. 7 becomes
ÄX ÄY Ä ÄX 2FS q 2S S q 2S s 0, 40 .
which admits a one-dimensional Lie symmetry algebra generated by
ÄS s F­ q 2S­ . 41 .ÄF S
Its differential invariants are
Ä ÄXS S
r s , q s . 42 .2 FF
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 .Therefore, Eq. 7 reduces to
q 2 q q 2 r q 1 .
Xq r s , 43 .  .
2 r 2 r q q .
which is a first order ordinary differential equation of Abel's type.
 .If we consider the invariant solution relative to the operator L in 36 ,2
i.e.,
F s u3r2T n , 44 .  .
where n s jru, then we obtain a long third order ordinary differential
 .equation for T n which does not admit any Lie symmetry algebra.
Now we consider a condition which simplifies the G-equation. Let us
assume that G does not depend on y, i.e.,
G s G x , u . 45 .  .
Since u s G, then u s G u ' G G, u s G q G u , u s G G2y y y u y u x y x u x y y y uuu
2  .qG G, and substituting into 8 yieldsu
G2 G s uG . 46 .uu x
 .Equation 46 admits a three-dimensional Lie symmetry algebra generated
by
C s 2 x­ y G­ , C s ­ , C s 2u­ q 3G­ . 47 .1 x G 2 x 3 u G
Let us consider the operator
C q C r2 s x­ q u­ q G­ . 48 .  .1 3 x u G
Through its invariant solution, i.e.,
G s xx z , 49 .  .
 .where z s urx, Eq. 46 becomes
z x y zx .
Yx s , 50 .2x
which admits a one-dimensional Lie symmetry algebra generated by
F s 2z­ q 3x­ . 51 .z x
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Its differential invariants are
x x X
r s , s s . 52 .3r2 1r2z z
 .Therefore, Eq. 46 reduces to
s r 2 q 2 y 2 r .
Xs r s , 53 .  .2r 3r y 2 s .
which is a first order ordinary differential equation of Abel's type.
 .If we consider operator C in 47 , then, through its invariant solution,1
i.e.,
G s x1r2H u , 54 .  .
 .Eq. 46 becomes
u
YH s y , 55 .
2 H
which admits the Lie symmetry algebra generated by the operator F in
 .51 . Its differential invariants are
H H X
r s , s s . 56 .3r2 1r2u u
 .Therefore, Eq. 46 reduces to a first order ordinary differential equation
of Abel's type
rs q 1
Xs r s . 57 .  .
r 3r y 2 s .
3.2. h-Equation
Now we derive the h-equation, with
h x , y , u , G s u . 58 .  .y y
 .Let us consider the second prolongation of G in 4 , i.e.,
G2. s 2 x­ q y­ y G­ y 2h­ . 59 .x y G h
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The corresponding invariant solution is
1
h s t j , u , j , 60 .  .1 3x
with j s xry2, j s Gy, which substituted into the h-equation leads to an1 3
 .equation for t j , u, j . This equation admits a one-dimensional Lie1 3
symmetry algebra with the operator
X s j ­ q u­ q j ­ q 2t­ . 61 .1 j u 3 j t1 3
Its invariant solution, i.e.,
1
t s m c , c , 62 .  .1 22j 1
with c s j rj , c s urj , leads to a third order equation for m, which1 3 1 2 1
does not admit any Lie symmetry algebra.
Now we consider some conditions which simplify the h-equation. Let us
assume that h does not depend on u, i.e.,
h s h x , y , G . 63 .  .
Then, the h-equation can be reduced to the simple form
Gh q hGh s h 2 . 64 .y G
The general integral of this equation is
h G
F x , , log G y y s 0, 65 . /G h
with F an arbitrary function, and in the original variables
u uy y y
F x , , log u y y s 0. 66 .y /u uy y y
 .  .If we define g x, y s log u , then 66 becomesy
g
F x , g , y y s 0. 67 .y /g y
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 .A particular case of 67 is
1 g
q y y s H x , 68 .  .
g gy y
 .  .where H x is an arbitrary function of x. Integrating 68 and substituting
 .  .into 1 we obtain the following solution of the Prandtl system 1
ec1Hqy .y1 ec1Hqy .y1 q c c H X y c2 .1 2 1
u s q c , ¨ s y ,2c c1 1
w s ec1Hqy .y1 , 69 .
with c , c arbitrary constants. This solution is just an invariant solution of1 2
 .  .  . X .1 relative to the operator X q X in 3 , with a x s yH x .3 a
Let us assume that h does not depend on y, i.e.,
h s h x , u , G . 70 .  .
 .Since G q GG s h x, u, G , then G s h y GG which substituted withy u y u
its derivatives into the G-equation gives
­ 2h ­ 2h ­h ­h ­ 2h
2 2 22 hGu q h u y hG y u q G u2 2­ G ­ u ­ G ­ x­ G ­ u
­h
2 2y G q h s 0. 71 .
­ u
This equation admits a three-dimensional Lie symmetry algebra generated
by the operators
Y s 2 x­ y G­ y 2h­ , Y s ­ , Y s 2u­ q 3G­ q 4h­ .1 x G h 2 x 3 u G h
72 .
If we consider the operator Y , and its invariant solution1
1
h s d u , l , 73 .  .
x
’  .with l s x G, then Eq. 71 becomes
­ 2d ­ 2d ­d ­ 2d ­d ­d
2 2 2 24 uld q 2 ul y 2 l q 2 ud y u l y 2 ld2 2­ u ­ l ­ u ­ l ­ l­ u ­ l
q 2u2d q 2d 2 s 0, 74 .
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which admits a one-dimensional Lie symmetry algebra generated by
S s 2w­ q 3l­ q 4d­ . 75 .u l d
Through its invariant solution, i.e.,
d s u2 h r , 76 .  .
y3r2  .where r s lu , Eq. 74 becomes
d2 h d2 h d2 h dh dh
4 2 2 3 29 r y 12 r h q 4 h y 3 r y 2 r q 4h q 4h s 0.2 2 2 dr drdr dr dr
77 .
This equation does not admit any Lie symmetry algebra.
If we consider the operator
c Y q c Y 78 .2 2 3 3
and its invariant solution
h s u2g r , s , 79 .  .
y3r2  .with r s log u y 2c xrc , s s Gu , then Eq. 71 becomes3 2
­ 2g ­ 2g ­ 2g ­g ­g
3 2 2y12 c s q 8 c sg q 4 c s q 8 c s q 8 c2 2 2 2 32­ r ­ s ­ r ­ s ­ r ­ r­ r
­ 2g ­ 2g ­ 2g
4 2 2q 9 c s y 12 c s g q 4 c g2 2 22 2 2­ s ­ s ­ s
­g
3 2y 3 c s q 4c g s 0, 80 .2 2­ s
which admits a one-dimensional Lie symmetry algebra generated by the
operator
W s ­ . 81 .1 r
Through its invariant solution, i.e.,
g s g s , 82 .  .
 .Eq. 80 becomes
d2g d2g d2g dg
4 2 2 3 29 s y 12 s g q 4 g y 3 s q 4g s 0, 83 .2 2 2 dsds ds ds
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which admits a one-dimensional Lie symmetry algebra generated by the
operator
W s s­ q 2g­ . 84 .2 s g
Its canonical variables are
g
f s , t s log s, 85 .2s
 .which transform Eq. 83 into
2Y Xf t q 3 f t q 2 f t 3 y 2 f t .  .  .  .
Xy 3 f t q 2 f t q 4 f t s 0. 86 .  .  .  .
X .  .Assuming f t s z f , an equation of Abel's type is obtained
4 1 y f 3 z f y 2 q f 2 f y 3 .  .  .
Xz f s . 87 .  .2z 2 f y 3 .
If we consider the operator Y , then we derive the invariant solution2
h s h u , G . 88 .  .
 .Equation 71 becomes
­ 2h ­ 2h ­h ­ 2h ­h
2 2 2 22 hGu q h u y hG q G u y G q h s 0,2 2­ G ­ u ­ G ­ u­ G ­ u
89 .
which admits a two-dimensional Lie symmetry algebra with the operators
U s u­ q 2h­ , U s G­ y h­ . 90 .1 u h 2 G h
If we consider operator
U q U , 91 .1 2
and its invariant solution, i.e.,
h s uM n , 92 .  .
 .where n s Gru, then Eq. 89 becomes
M X
YM s y , 93 .
n n M y 1 .
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which admits a one-dimensional Lie symmetry algebra generated by the
operator
C s n­ y M­ . 94 .n M
Through its differential invariants
r s n M , s s n 2M X , 95 .
 .Eq. 71 reduces to the following equation of Abel's type
s 2 r y 3 .
Xs r s . 96 .  .
s q r r y 1 .  .
3.3. V-Equation
Now we derive the V-equation and look for x-independent invariant
solutions, which have y as similarity variable. Such invariant solutions can
 4be obtained by the subalgebra spanned by X , X . The third prolongation1 3
of X is given by1
X 3. s x­ q u­ q u ­ q u ­ q u ­1 x u y u y y u y y y uy y y y y y
' x­ q u­ q G­ q h­ q V­ , 97 .x u G h V
while X 3. ' X . The corresponding invariant solution of the V-equation3 3
is
V ' u s uF j , y , j , 98 .  .y y y 1 3
with j s Gru ' u ru, j s hru ' u ru, which substituted into the1 y 3 y y
 .V-equation leads to an equation for F j , y, j . Let us assume that F is1 3
linear with respect to y and j , i.e.,3
F s s j j q s j y q s j , 99 .  .  .  .1 1 3 2 1 3 1
 .  .where s j k s 1, 2, 3 are arbitrary functions of j . Then, we obtaink 1 1
that F must be of the form
4c j q 4c q 3c j 2 q 4c j y 4j 3 y 4j j1 1 2 3 1 3 3 1 1 3
F s , 100 .
4
 .  .with c , c , c arbitrary constants. Substituting 100 into 98 yields the1 2 3
following third order equation for u and its y-derivatives
2 3u u u u u u uy y y y y y y y
u s 4c q 4c q 3c q 4c y 4 y 4 .y y y 1 2 3 3 2 /  / /4 u u u u u
101 .
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2 3  .If c s y673c r1936, and c s 15c r704, then 101 becomes1 3 2 3
y7744u u u q 7744u c u2 y 7744u3 q 5808u2 c uy y y y y 3 y y 3
2 2 3 3y2692u c u q 165c uy 3 3
u s , 102 .y y y 27744u
which admits a three-dimensional solvable Lie symmetry algebra gener-
ated by the operators
5c3y2 c r11. y y2 c r11. y3 3Z s e ­ q e u­ , Z s ­ , Z s u­ , 103 .1 y u 2 y 3 u44
with the commutators
2c3w x w x w xZ , Z s Z , Z , Z s 0, Z , Z s 0. 104 .1 2 1 1 3 2 311
 .  . w xLet us show that 102 is a particular case of Eq. 2.7 as given in 27 , with
l s 0. In fact, by introducing the change of variables
5c 113 2 c r11. y3y s log u y y , u s e , 105 .
44 2c3
 .Eq. 102 transforms into
u uy y y
u s u 3 q 3 y 4 , 106 .y y y y y  /u uy y y
 . w x  .which corresponds to Eq. 2.7 in 27 , with l s 0 and f ) s 3) q 3r
 .) y 4. Operators 103 transform into
Z s ­ , Z s ­ , Z s u­ , 107 .1 y 2 u 3 u
with commutators
Z , Z s 0, Z , Z s 0, Z , Z s Z . 108 .1 2 1 3 2 3 2
 :Therefore, Z and Z span the ideal L s Z , Z . A basis of differen-1 2 2 1 2
tial invariants of L of order F 2 is given by2
z s u , ¨ s u . 109 .y y y
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 .Then, Eq. 102 is reduced to the first order equation
d¨ z ¨
s 3 q 3 y 4, 110 .
dz ¨ z
which admits the operator Z in the space of variables z, ¨ . Through this3
 .operator we derive the general solution of 110 in the following implicit
form
2 23 z y 2¨ 3 z y 4 z¨ q 2¨’y2 2 arctan q log y 4 log z q 4h x s 0, .12’ z¨ 2
111 .
 .with h x an arbitrary function of x. Then, by introducing the original1
variables, we obtain
2 23u y 2u 3u y 4u u q 2uy y y y y y y y y’y2 2 arctan q log 2’ uu 2 yy y
y 4 log u q 4k s 0, 112 .y
which is a second order differential equation admitting the symmetry
 :  .algebra L s Z , Z . This means that 112 can be integrated by using2 1 2
w xLie's approach 28 to obtain
u s F y q h x , h x dy q h x , 113 .  .  .  . .H 2 1 3
 .  .where F is a suitable function, while h x and h x are arbitrary2 3
 .  .  .functions of x. Finally, substituting 113 with 105 into 8 yields a system
 .  .  .  .of equations for h x i s 1, 2, 3 . Therefore, 113 , 105 , and the systemi
 .  .for h x give rise to a new solution of the Prandtl equation 8 .i
 .If c s c s c s 0, then 101 becomes1 2 3
u3 u uy y y y
u s y y , 114 .y y y 2 uu
which admits a three-dimensional solvable Lie symmetry algebra gener-
ated by the operators
Q s ­ , Q s y­ , Q s u­ , 115 .1 y 2 y 3 u
with the commutators2
w x w x w xQ , Q s Q , Q , Q s 0, Q , Q s 0. 116 .1 2 1 1 3 2 3
2  .  . w xIt is easy to show that 114 is a particular case of Eq. 2.7 as given in 27 , with l s 0.
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 :Therefore, Q and Q span the ideal L s Q , Q . A basis of differen-1 2 2 1 2
tial invariants of L of order F 2 is given by2
u y y
z s u , ¨ s . 117 .2u y
 .Then, Eq. 114 is reduced to the first order equation
d¨ 1 1
s ¨ y2 y y , 118 .2 /dz z z
which admits the operator Q in the space of variables z, ¨ . Through this3
 .operator we derive the following general solution of 118
g x y e2 zrz dz .  .H1
¨ s , 119 .2 ze z
 .with g x an arbitrary function of x. Then, by introducing the original1
variables, we obtain
u g x y H e2 uru du .  .y y 1s , 120 .2 2 uu e uy
which is a second order differential equation admitting the symmetry
 : w xalgebra L s Q , Q . Using Lie's approach 28 , we obtain the general2 1 2
 .solution of 120 in the following implicit form
y s g x eHyg1 x .qH e2 u r u. du.r e2 u u. dudu q g x , 121 .  .  .H2 3
 .  .where g x and g x are arbitrary functions of x. Finally, substituting2 3
 .  .  .  .121 into 8 yields a system of equations for g x i s 1, 2, 3 . Therefore,i
 .  .121 and the system for g x give rise to a new solution of the Prandtli
 .equation 8 .
4. HEIR EQUATIONS FOR THE PRANDTL SYSTEM
4.1. G-Equations
 .Let us apply INSM to the Prandtl system 1 . The invariant surface
conditions are given by
V x , y , u , ¨ , w u q V x , y , u , ¨ , w u s G x , y , u , ¨ , w , 122 .  .  .  .1 x 2 y 1
V x , y , u , ¨ , w ¨ q V x , y , u , ¨ , w ¨ s G x , y , u , ¨ , w , 123 .  .  .  .1 x 2 y 2
V x , y , u , ¨ , w w q V x , y , u , ¨ , w w s G x , y , u , ¨ , w . 124 .  .  .  .1 x 2 y 3
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 .  .We consider the case with V s 1, V s 0, hence 122 ] 124 become1 2
u s G x , y , u , ¨ , w , ¨ s G x , y , u , ¨ , w , .  .x 1 x 2
w s G x , y , u , ¨ , w . 125 .  .x 3
 .Applying the NSM leads to a system of three equations for G x, y, u, ¨ , wi
 .i s 1, 2, 3 which inherit the prolonged symmetry algebra of the original
 .  .system 1 . Let us consider the first prolongation of G in 4
G1. s 2 x­ q y­ y ¨­ y w­ y 2u ­ y 3¨ ­ y 3w ­x y ¨ w x u x ¨ x wx x x
' 2 x­ q y­ y ¨­ y w­ y 2G ­ y 3G ­ y 3G ­ . 126 .x y ¨ w 1 G 2 G 3 G1 2 3
Its invariant solutions
F j , u , j , j F j , u , j , j .  .1 2 4 4 2 2 4 5
G s , G s ,1 2 3r2x x
F j , u , j , j .3 2 4 5
G s , 127 .3 3r2x
with
y ’ ’j s , j s ¨ x , j s w x , 128 .2 4 5’x
substituted into the G-equations, yield a system of three equations for
 .  .F j , u, j , j i s 1, 2, 3 which admit a two-dimensional Lie symmetryi 2 4 5
algebra generated by the operators
u j uF q j j 4F y u5 1 4 5 1
D s ­ q ­ y ­ y ­ q ­ ,1 j j F F F2 4 1 2 32 2 2 4
D s 2u­ y j ­ q j ­ q 3j ­ q 2 F ­ q F ­ q 3F ­ . 129 .2 u 2 j 4 j 5 j 1 F 2 F 3 F2 4 5 1 2 3
Through the invariant solutions of D , i.e.,1
j j5 4
F s y q H u , z , j , .1 1 5u
j j 2 2 H 15 4 1
F s y q y j q H u , z , j , .2 4 2 52  /u 2u
F s yj H q H u , z , j , 130 .  .3 4 1 4 5
 .with z s j y 2j ru, we obtain a system of three equations for H u, z , j2 4 i 5
 .i s 1, 2, 3 which admit a two-dimensional Lie symmetry algebra gener-
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ated by the operators
L s 2u­ y z­ q 3j ­ q 2 H ­ q H ­ q 3H ­ ,1 u z 5 j 1 H 2 H 3 H5 1 2 3
u
L s ­ y ­ . 131 .2 z H 24
If we consider L , we obtain through its invariant solutions2
u
H s K u , j , H s y z q K u , j , H s K u , j , .  .  .1 1 5 2 2 5 3 3 54
132 .
 .  .the following equations for K u, j i s 1, 2, 3 :i 5
­ K ­ K ­ K ­ K1 1 3 3
2 K q j u q 2 uK y 2 j y 2 uK y 2uK s 0, .3 5 1 5 1 1­j ­ u ­ u ­j5 5
133 .
­ K ­ K ­ K ­ K ­ K1 1 1 2 2 24 uK q 4 uK q 2 uj q 4 uj q 4 u K1 3 5 5 1­ u ­j ­j ­ u ­j5 5 5
y u2 y 4uK y 8 K 2 y 4K j s 0, 134 .1 1 2 5
­ K ­ K1 1 2uj q u K y uK q K j s 0. 135 .5 1 3 1 5­ u ­j5
 .  .Equations 133 and 135 do not depend on K . They admit a one-dimen-2
sional Lie symmetry algebra with the operator
3 3
S s u­ q j ­ q K ­ q K ­ . 136 .1 u 5 j 1 K 3 K5 1 32 2
Its invariant solutions
K s uR r , K s u3r2R r , 137 .  .  .1 1 3 3
with r s j ru3r2, yield two ordinary differential equations5
dR123r y 2 R y 2 2 rR y R s 0, 138 .  . .1 1 3dr
dR dR1 32 23R y1 ry2 R y 3r y2 R q3rR y2 R q2 R s0. . .  .1 3 1 3 1 1dr dr
139 .
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The equivalent second order ordinary differential equation does not admit
 .  .any Lie symmetry algebra. A particular solution of 138 ] 139 is
3r 2 y 1 3r 2 y 4 r .
R s , R s , 140 .1 33 3
which yields
3r 2 y 1 3r 2 y 4 r .
3r2K s u , K s u . 141 .1 33 3
 .Substituting into Eq. 134 , we obtain
­ K ­ K2 23 2 4 5 6 412 u y 3j u y 36 u j q u q 36u K j .5 5 2 5­j ­ u5
q 36u3j 2 q 72j 4 s 0. 142 .5 5
A particular solution of this equation is
2’ ’’u 3r q 2 y r 3’K s 3 log2 2 2 /’’ ’36 3r q 2 3r q 2 q r 3
3 2’y36r 3r q 2 q 36b , 143 .1 0
with b arbitrary constant. Going back to the G-equations, we obtain1
yu3 y 3u¨wx q 3w2 x
u s ,x 23u x
3 2’’ ’ ’x 3 log 2u q 3w x y w 3 x r .
3 2 6’ ’2u q 3w x q w 3 x q 36b u . / 1 /
¨ sx 4 2 3 2’36u x 2u q 3w x
y3u5 y q 8u4 ¨x q 12u2 ¨ 2 wx 2 y 24u¨w2 x 2 q 12w3 x 2
q ,4 212u x
u4 ¨ y 4u3 w y 3u¨w2 x q 3w3 x
w s , 144 .x 33u x
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 .and from the Prandtl system 1
u3 q 3u¨wx y 3w2 x yu3 q 3w2 x
u s w , ¨ s , w s , 145 .y y y2 3ux3u x
which is easy to integrate. Finally, we obtain the following solution of the
Prandtl system,
2r3 2r3b x qy .r x 3b’2 1y2 e
u s ,23 2r3 2r3b x qy .r x 3b’2 1’x e y 1 b . 1
2r3 2r3 2r3 2r32r3 b x qy .r x 3b b x qy .r x 3b’ ’2 1 2 1x 3b e q 1 e y 1’  .  .1
2r3 2r3b x qy .r x 3b’2 1q4 ye
¨ s y ,23 2r3 2r3b x qy .r x 3b’2 1’3 xb x e y 1 .1
146 .
2r3 2r3 2r3 2r3b x qy .r x 3b b x qy .r x 3b’ ’2 1 2 12 e e q 1 .
w s ,32r3 2r3b x qy .r x 3b’2 1xb 3b e y 1’  .1 1
with b arbitrary constant. This is just the invariant solution relative to the2
 .operator 3 X q 2 X in 3 .1 2
 .Now, we show that solution 146 can be obtained by beginning with the
invariant solutions of the G-equations relative to the first prolongation of
ÄG s 3 X q 2 X itself, i.e.,1 2
Ä 1.G s 3 x­ q 2 y­ y u­ y 2¨­ y 3w­ y 4u ­ y 5¨ ­ y 6w ­x y u ¨ w x u x ¨ x wx x x
' 3 x­ q 2 y­ y u­ y 2¨­ y 3w­ y 4G ­ y 5G ­ y 5G ­ .x y u ¨ w 1 G 2 G2 3 G1 3
147 .
Its invariant solutions
Ä ÄF j , j , j , j F j , j , j , j .  .1 2 3 4 5 2 2 3 4 5
G s , G s ,1 24r3 5r3x x
ÄF j , j , j , j .3 2 3 4 5




1r3 2r3j s , j s ux , j s ¨x , j s wx , 149 .3 3 4 52r3x
substituted into the G-equations, yield a system of three equations for
Ä .  .F j , j , j , j i s 1, 2, 3 which admit a two-dimensional Lie symmetryi 2 3 4 5
algebra generated by the operators
Ä6F y j1 3Ä ÄD s ­ q 2j ­ y 2j ­ y 2 ­ y 2 F j q j j ­ , .Ä Ä Ä1 j 3 j 5 F F 1 3 3 5 F2 4 1 2 33
Ä Ä Ä ÄD s yj ­ q 2j ­ q j ­ q 3j ­ q 2 F ­ q F ­ q 3F ­ .Ä Ä Ä2 2 j 3 j 4 j 5 j 1 F 2 F 3 F2 3 4 5 1 2 3
150 .
ÄThrough the invariant solutions of D , i.e.,1
Ä3H j , z , j y 2j j .1 3 5 2 5ÄF s , 151 .1 3
Ä Ä 212 H j , z , j j q 9H j , z , j y 4j j y 2j j .  .1 3 5 2 2 3 5 2 5 3 3ÄF s , 152 .2 9
Ä Ä2 2j j y 3j j j y 6H j , z , j j j q 9H j , z , j .  .  .2 3 4 2 5 1 3 5 2 3 3 3 5ÄF s ,3 9
153 .
 .with z s y 2j j y 3j r3, we obtain a system of three equations for2 3 4
Ä  .  .H j , z , j i s 1, 2, 3 which admit a two-dimensional Lie symmetryi 3 5
algebra generated by the operators
Ä Ä Ä ÄL s 2j ­ q z­ q 3j ­ q 2 H ­ q H ­ q 3H ­ ,Ä Ä Ä1 3 j z 5 j 1 H 2 H 3 H3 5 1 2 3
Ä Ä ÄL s 3j ­ y 3j ­ q 6H q j ­ y 3 H j q zj ­ . 154 . .  .Ä Ä Ä2 3 z 5 H 1 3 H 1 3 5 H1 2 3
ÄIf we consider L , we obtain through its invariant solutions2
ÄK j , j j y zj .1 3 5 3 5ÄH s ,1 j 3
Ä Ä 2 2 26K j , j j z q 3K j , j j q j z y 3z j .  .1 3 5 3 2 3 5 3 3 5ÄH s ,2 23j 3
Ä Ä ÄH s yK j , j z q K j , j , 155 .  .  .3 1 3 5 3 3 5
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Ä  .  .the following equations for K j , j i s 1, 2, 3 :i 3 5
Ä Ä­ K ­ K1 1 2Ä Ä Äj j q K j q K j y K j s 0, 156 .3 5 1 3 1 5 3 3­j ­j3 5
Ä Ä Ä Ä­ K ­ K ­ K ­ K1 1 1 12Ä Ä9 K j q 3 j q 9 K j q 9 j j1 3 3 3 3 3 5­j ­j ­j ­j3 3 5 5
Ä Ä­ K ­ K2 2 2 2 2Ä Ä Ä Äq 9 j j q 9 K j y 18 K y 15K j y 9K j y 4j s 0,3 5 1 3 1 1 3 2 5 3­j ­j3 5
157 .
Ä Ä Ä Ä­ K ­ K ­ K ­ K1 1 1 12Ä Ä3 K j q j q 3 K j q 3 j j1 3 3 3 3 3 5­j ­j ­j ­j3 3 5 5
Ä Ä­ K ­ K3 3 Ä Äy 3 j y 3 K j y 4K j s 0. 158 .5 1 3 1 3­j ­j3 5
Ä .  .Equations 156 and 158 do not depend on K . They admit a one-dimen-2
sional Lie symmetry algebra with the operator
Ä Ä ÄS s 2j ­ q 3j ­ q 2 K ­ q 3K ­ . 159 .Ä Ä1 3 j 5 j 1 K 3 K3 5 1 3
Its invariant solutions
Ä Ä 3r2K s j R r , K s j R r . 160 .  .  .1 3 1 3 3 3
3r2  .  .with r s j rj , yield Eqs. 138 ] 139 . Therefore, we obtain the same5 3
 .solution 146 . Now, we consider conditions which simplify the equations
for F . If we assume that F is linear in u, j , and j , i.e.,i 1 4 5
F s s j u q s j j q s j j q s j , 161 .  .  .  .  .1 1 2 2 2 4 3 2 5 4 2
 .  .where s j j s 1, 2, 3, 4 are arbitrary functions of j , then we derivej 2 2
F s c j q c j q 2c q 1 u , .  .1 3 2 4 5 3
F s yc2 j 2j q 2c2 j u q 2c c j j q 2c c u q c j u2 3 2 5 3 2 3 4 3 5 3 4 3 2
3
2y c j q c j q c u ,3 4 4 5 42
F s c j q c j q 2c q 1 u c j q c u .  .  . .3 3 2 4 5 3 3 2 4
q c j q c j j q 2c q 1 j q c j , 162 .  .  .3 2 4 4 5 3 5 3 5
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 .  .with c , c , c , c arbitrary constants. Substituting 162 into 127 , and1 2 3 4
 .  .taking into account 125 and 128 , we obtain
’x c w q 2c u q c wy q u4 3 3
u s ,x x
2’ ’ ’y4 x c c u y 4 x c c wy y 3 x c u y 4c uy3 4 3 4 4 3
2 2 2y2c wy y 2c uy q 2c ¨x y 2c wx3 3 3 4¨ s ,x 22 x
2 2 2 2’ ’ ’ ’2 x c c u q 2 x c c uwy q x c u q x c ¨wx q 2c u y3 4 3 4 4 4 3
w sx 2x
c2 uwy2 q c u2 y q c ¨wxy q 3c wx q c2 uwx q wx3 3 3 3 4q . 163 .2x
 .  .From the compatibility between 163 and 1 , we obtain the equation
22 2 2 2u u x y u x q 2c u u q c u u y 3u u y u u s 0, 164 . .y y y y y y 3 y y 3 y y y y
which admits, if c / 0, a one-dimensional Lie symmetry algebra with the3
operator
L s ­ 165 .y
or, if c s 0, a two-dimensional Lie symmetry algebra with the operators3
L s ­ , L s y­ y 2u­ . 166 .1 y 2 y u
Assuming
u s z u 167 .  .y
yields
dz d2 z
2 22c q 1 u q xz y 3c uz y uz s 0, 168 .  .3 32du du
which admits a one-dimensional Lie symmetry algebra generated by the
operator
L s 2u­ q 3 z­ . 169 .u z
Through its differential invariants
z zX
r s , s s 170 .3r2 ’u u
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 .with s s s r , the following first order ordinary differential equation of
Abel's type is derived
6c r y 4c s y r 2sx q 2 r y 2 s3 3Xs r s . 171 .  .22 s y 3r r x .
 .  .It is interesting to remark that Eq. 53 is a particular case of Eq. 171
with x s 1, and c s 0.3
 .It is easy to show that system 163 is equivalent to a third order
differential equation in u and its x-derivatives. If we assume c s 0,4
c s y1r3, then this equation becomes3
81u u x 4 y 27u ux3 y 81u2 x 4 q 135u u x 3x x x x x x x x x x x x
q 3u u2 xy2 y 81u ux2 q 36u2 x 2 q 2u u2 y2 y 24u ux s 0,x x x x x x x
172 .
which admits a two-dimensional Lie symmetry algebra generated by the
operators
J s x­ q u­ , J s 3 x 4r3­ q ux1r3­ . 173 .1 x u 2 x u
If we consider J , we obtain through its canonical variables2
u 1
s s , r s y 174 .1 1
3 3x x
the following equation
23 2 2d s ds d s d s
2 23 y 3 q s y s 0. 175 .3 2 2 /drdr dr dr
Assuming3
ds




2 2 23 z q s y s 0, 177 .2 dsds
which admits a one-dimensional Lie symmetry algebra generated by the
operator
Z s 2 s­ q 3 z­ . 178 .s z




n s , m s log s, 179 .3
2 2s
 .give rise to the equation for n s n m
d2 n dn dn
2 2 2 3 23 n q 12 n q 2 y q 9n q 6ny s 0. 180 .2 dm dmdm
Assuming4
dn
s h n 181 .  .
dm
yields a first order equation of Abel's type, i.e.,
y9n3 y 12n2 h y 6ny2 y 2 y2 h
Xh n s . 182 .  .23n h
If we assume that F is linear in j , j , and j , i.e.,3 2 4 5
F s s u j q s u j q s u j q s u , 183 .  .  .  .  .3 1 2 2 4 3 5 4
 .  .where the s u j s 1, 2, 3, 4 are arbitrary functions of u, then from thej
equation for F we obtaini
j j q u2 yj u3 y 2j 2j y 3j u24 5 2 4 5 4
F s y , F s ,1 2 2u 2u
F s j u y 2j . 184 .3 4 5
 .  .  .  .Substituting 184 into 127 , and taking into account 125 and 128 , we
obtain
u2 q ¨wx u3 y q 3u2 ¨x q 2¨ 2 wx 2
u s y , ¨ s y ,x x 2 2ux 2u x
u¨ y 2w
w s . 185 .x x
4  .Equation 180 admits the Lie operator ­ .m
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 .  .From the compatibility between 185 and 1 , we obtain the equation
u2
u s y , 186 .y y x
which admits a two-dimensional Lie symmetry algebra generated by the
operators
S s ­ , S s ­ y 2u­ . 187 .1 y 2 y u
By means of S , we obtain1
u s q u , 188 .  .y
 .with q u solution of the equation
dq u2
q s y . 189 .
du x
Its general integral is
32u
q s " y q s x , 190 .  .( 13 x
 .  .with s x an arbitrary function of x. Then the solution of 186 is given by1
1
" du s y q s x , 191 .  .H 23’y 2u r3 x q s x .1
 .  .with s x an arbitrary function of x. Assuming s x s 0, we obtain,2 1
 .  .through 185 , the following solution of the Prandtl system 1
12 x
u s ,2 2 2 2’ ’ ’2 x 6 y y 3c x c q 2 6 c xy y 3c x y 3c x y 2 y .2 1 2 1 2
’ ’y3 x 6 c y 4 y .1¨ s ,2 2 2 2’ ’ ’2 x 6 y y 3c x c q 2 6 c xy y 3c x y 3c x y 2 y .2 1 2 1 2
’ ’ ’y24 x 6 c q 6 c x y 2 y x .1 2
w s , 192 .22 2 2 2’ ’ ’2 x 6 y y 3c x c q 2 6 c xy y 3c x y 3c x y 2 y . .2 1 2 1 2
with c , c arbitrary constants. This is just the invariant solution relative to1 2 ’ ’ .  .  .the operator X q X in 3 , with a x s 6 x c q 2c x r4.1 a 1 2
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4.2. h-Equations
Now we derive the h-equations, with
u s h x , y , u , ¨ , w , G , G , G , .x x 1 1 2 3
¨ s h x , y , u , ¨ , w , G , G , G , .x x 2 1 2 3
w s h x , y , u , ¨ , w , G , G , G . 193 .  .x x 3 1 2 3
 .They inherit the prolonged symmetry algebra of the original system 1 .
 .Let us consider the second prolongation of G in 4
G2. s 2 x­ q y­ y ¨­ y w­ y 2G ­ y 3G ­ y 3G ­x y ¨ w 1 G 2 G 3 G1 2 3
y 4h ­ y 5h ­ y 5h ­ . 194 .1 h 2 h 3 h1 2 3
Its invariant solutions
Ä 2Äh s F j , u , j , j , j , j , j rx , .1 1 2 4 4 6 7 8
Ä 5r2Äh s F j , u , j , j , j , j , j rx , .2 2 2 4 5 6 7 8
Ä 5r2Äh s F j , u , j , j , j , j , j rx , 195 .  .3 2 2 4 5 6 7 8
with
y
3r2 3r2’ ’j s , j s ¨ x , j s w x , j s G x , j s G x , j s G x ,2 4 5 6 1 7 2 8 3’x
196 .
substituted into the h-equations, yield a system of three equations for
ÄÄ .  .F j , u, j , j , j , j , j i s 1, 2, 3 . At this point, the calculations be-i 2 4 5 6 7 8
come quite cumbersome, and impossible to be handled by our hardware.
We invite any interested reader to go on with the calculations.
5. FINAL REMARKS
We have demonstrated that INSM can be successfully applied to other
w xequations than those given in 16 with the purpose of finding new
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TABLE I
Summary of INSM Applied to the Prandtl Equation by Deriving the G-Equation and
the h-Equation
solutions, or to reduce partial differential equations to ordinary differen-
tial equations.
We have shown how the method works for both the Prandtl equation
and system by using few of the admitted operators. Other choices of the
operators may lead to further interesting results. Also, different strategies
can be used at each stage in the reduction, although we think that the first
best choice is the CSM. A summary of the analysis performed in this paper
 .can be found in Tables I and II for Prandtl equation 8 , and in Table III
 .for Prandtl system 1 .
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TABLE II
Summary of INSM Applied to the Prandtl Equation by Deriving the V-Equation
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TABLE III
Summary of INSM Applied to the Prandtl System by Deriving the G-Equations and
the h-Equations
Iterations of higher order can be performed if the available hardware
can handle very heavy calculations.
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